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Considered the gold-standard in GMAT test prep, Manhattan GMAT’s Quantitative Strategy Guides are the first books on the market to be aligned with GMAC Official Guide, 2015 and 13th Editions. Fully updated and revised to deal with recent changes to the GMAT, they were designed with a content-based approach. Acing
the GMAT requires more than tricks and tips—you’ve got to master the material. Students looking to boost their GMAT quant score can now turn to a name known for high quality instruction. Manhattan GMAT’s Quantitative Strategy Guide Set includes our 5 books devoted to this section’s major content areas providing
detailed and specialized instruction on Number Properties, Fractions, Decimals, and Percents, Word Problems, Algebra, and Geometry. Developed by the best teachers in the business, these 5 guides are the backbone of Manhattan GMAT’s quantitative curriculum and the most in-depth, comprehensive materials available.
The Manhattan GMAT Quantitative Strategy Guide Set is aligned to both the 2015 and the 13th edition GMAC Official Guide and includes: The Number Properties Guide; The Fractions, Decimals, and Percents Guide; The Word Problems Guide; The Algebra Guide; The Geometry Guide. Purchase of this set includes one year of
access to Manhattan GMAT’s online computer-adaptive practice exams and 5 Quantitative Question Banks.
ACE THE GMAT is based on a simple but powerful observation: Test-takers who score high on the GMAT exam do so primarily by understanding how to solve a finite number of the most important, recurring problems that appear on the GMAT. What are these important, recurring problems? The answer to this question is the
basis of this book. This manual provides in-depth analysis of over 200 all-star problems that are key to mastering the seven major GMAT problem types including Problem Solving, Data Sufficiency, Sentence Correction, Critical Reasoning, Reading Comprehension, Analytical Writing, and Integrated Reasoning. Apart from
providing readers with answers and full explanations, a special feature of this book is that each problem is categorized by type (“classification”), rated by difficulty level (“chili rating”), and supplemented with a problem-solving strategy (“snapshot”). “Chance favors the prepared mind.” Whether you’re a candidate already
enrolled in a test-prep course or are undertaking self-study, this guidebook will serve as a rigorous skill-building study guide to help you conquer the math, verbal, analytical writing, and integrated reasoning sections of the exam. Studying for the math and verbal sections of the GMAT exam requires some 100 hours of study
time. This book’s content is conveniently divided into topics, which require two to three hours of study time per day. Total study time will vary between 80 to 120 hours for the entire 40 days. Solving (Official exam instructions for Problem Solving, Strategies and approaches, Review of basic math, Multiple-choice problems,
Answers and explanations); Chapter 3 – Data Sufficiency (Official exam instructions for Data Sufficiency, Strategies and approaches, How are answers chosen in Data Sufficiency? How do the big seven numbers work? Multiple-choice problems, Answers and explanations); Chapter 4 – Sentence Correction (Official exam
instructions for Sentence Correction, Strategies and approaches, Review of Sentence Correction, Multiple-choice problems, Answers and explanations); Chapter 5 – Critical Reasoning (Official exam instructions for Critical Reasoning, Strategies and approaches, Review of Critical Reasoning, Multiple-choice problems, Answers
and explanations); Chapter 6 – Reading Comprehension (Official exam instructions for Reading Comprehension, Strategies and approaches, Review of Reading Comprehension, Answers and explanations); Chapter 7 – Analytical Writing Workshop (Official exam instructions for the Analytical Writing Assessment, Strategies and
approaches, Review of Analytical Writing, Essay exercises, Outlines and proposed solutions); Chapter 8 – Integrated Reasoning Workshop (Official exam instructions for Integrated Reasoning, Strategies and approaches; Review of Integrated Reasoning with exercises, Answers and explanations); Appendix I – GMAT and MBA
Informational Websites (Registering for the GMAT exam; MBA fairs & forums; MBA social networks; GMAT courses; Other GMAT & MBA websites; Information on business school rankings); Appendix II – Contact Information for the World’s Leading Business Schools (U.S. business schools; Canadian business schools; European
business schools; Australian business schools; Asia-Pacific business schools; Latin and South American business schools; South African business schools); Quiz – Answers; On a Personal Note; Praise for Ace the GMAT. “Finally, a book that helps you master those learning skills that are critical to success on the GMAT.” —Linda
B. Meehan, former Assistant Dean & Executive Director of Admissions, Columbia Business School
Updated for the most recent exam changes, Kaplan’s GMAT Prep Plus 2020 has the strategies and practice you need for an advantage on test day. This edition includes 6 online practice tests and our proven test-taking strategies, plus more than 120 new practice questions and updated videos in the online resources. We’re
so confident that GMAT Prep Plus 2020 will raise your score that we guarantee it: After studying with the book and online resources, you'll score higher on the GMAT or you'll get your money back. The Best Practice 1,200+ practice questions—including new questions for the 2020 edition—cover all sections of the test and
come with detailed explanations. Six full-length online practice tests in the same shorter format as the revised GMAT help you practice using the same interface and adaptivity you'll see on test day. A 200-question online Quiz Bank lets you select problems by topic, customizing your practice. Questions have been reviewed,
revised, and updated by Kaplan's expert teachers. Efficient Strategies and Expert Guidance 1-on-1 academic support from Kaplan faculty on our Facebook page: facebook.com/KaplanGMAT Video workshops with top Kaplan faculty help you master our proven methods and strategies for scoring higher. Kaplan's books and
practice questions are written by veteran GMAT teachers who know students—and every explanation is written to help you learn. We know the test. The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GMAT-related document available. We invented test prep. Kaplan has been helping students achieve their goals for over 80
years. Find out more at kaptest.com. Want to boost your studies with even more online practice and in-depth GMAT math and verbal workbooks? Try Kaplan's GMAT Complete 2020.
The 2016 Verbal Guide will fully prepare you for the Verbalcomponent of the GMAT exam, complete with 300 new questions andanswer explanations. This edition includes exclusive access to theonline question bank that allows you to create practice tests fromthe over 300 retired GMAC questions featured in the book, as
wellas exclusive videos from real test takers and GMAC staff who shareinsight and tips on GMAT preparation. Improve your verbal skills by focusing your GMAT preparation onthe area where you need the most help. You’ll get the samegreat questions and answer explanations from GMAT exam experts thatyou’ve come to
expect from the Official Guide series. The GMAT® Verbal Review online tool includes 300 actualReading Comprehension, Critical Reasoning, and Sentence Correctionquestions from past GMAT tests. You can customize your questionsets based on number of questions, item and question type, anddifficulty level. This edition
also features exclusive access tovideos from real test takers and GMAC staff highlighting the skillsnecessary to perform well on the Verbal section of the exam andaddressing concerns of non-native English speakers.
Get Real and Get In
How to Get Into the College of Your Dreams by Being Your Authentic Self
Master the GMAT in 40 Days
GMAT Official Guide 2020
Beyond the MBA Hype
A Guide to Understanding and Surviving B-Schools
The Algebra GMAT Strategy Guide covers algebra in all its various forms (and disguises) on the GMAT, helping you master both fundamental techniques and nuanced strategies for solving algebraic problems. Unlike other guides that attempt to convey everything in a single tome, the Algebra GMAT Strategy Guide is designed
to provide deep, focused coverage of one specialized area tested on the GMAT. As a result, students benefit from thorough and comprehensive subject material, clear explanations of fundamental principles, and step-by-step instructions of important techniques. In-action practice problems and detailed answer
explanations challenge the student, while topical sets of Official Guide problems provide the opportunity for further growth. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep Strategy Guides, the Algebra GMAT Strategy Guide will help students develop all the knowledge, skills, and strategic thinking necessary for success
on the GMAT. Purchase of this book includes six months of access to Manhattan Prep’s Algebra Question Bank. All of Manhattan Prep's GMAT Strategy Guides are aligned with the GMAC Official Guide, 2016 edition.
Manhattan GMAT's Foundations of Math book provides a refresher of the basic math concepts tested on the GMAT. Designed to be user-friendly for all students, this book provides easy-to-follow explanations of fundamental math concepts and step-by-step application of these concepts to example problems. With ten chapters
and over 700 practice problems, this book is an invaluable resource to any student who wants to cement their understanding and build their basic math skills for the GMAT. Purchase of this book includes six months online access to the Foundations of Math Homework Banks consisting of over 400 extra practice questions
and detailed explanations not included in the book.
The GMAT Roadmap guide provides the definitive blueprint for students to follow as they get ready for the GMAT. All the test-taking wisdom gathered over the years by Manhattan Prep GMAT instructors has been distilled into practical advice and helpful tips. Success of the GMAT requires far more than content knowledge
– it requires excellent strategy and proper execution of that strategy. The Guide helps students map out their studying, stick to their game plan, and manage test anxiety on the GMAT itself. It’s like having a Manhattan Prep instructor at your fingertips! All of Manhattan Prep's GMAT Strategy Guides are aligned with
the 2016 Edition GMAC Official Guide.
"What the College Board doesn't want you to know" --Cover.
Expert Advice Through Test Day : GMAT Strategy Guide. Guide 0
Expert Advice Through Test Day
Foundations of GMAT Math
GMAT Prep Plus 2021
GMAT Number Properties
GMAT Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

CHOOSE A COLLEGE THAT WILL LAUNCH A CAREER! When it comes to getting the most out of college, the experiences you have outside the classroom are just as important as what you study. Colleges That Create Futures looks beyond the usual “best of” college lists to highlight 50 schools that
empower students to discover practical, real-world applications for their talents and interests. The schools in this book feature distinctive research, internship, and hands-on learning programs—all the info you need to help find a college where you can parlay your passion into a successful
post-college career. Inside, You'll Find: • In-depth profiles covering career services, internship support, student group activity, alumni satisfaction, noteworthy facilities and programs, and more • Candid assessments of each school’s academics from students, current faculty, and alumni •
Unique hands-on learning opportunities for students across majors • Testimonials on career prep from alumni in business, education, law, and much more *************************** What makes Colleges That Create Futures important? You've seen the headlines—lately the news has been full of
horror stories about how the college educational system has failed many recent grads who leave school with huge debt, no job prospects, and no experience in the working world. Colleges That Create Futures identifies schools that don't fall into this trap but instead prepare students for
successful careers! How are the colleges selected? Schools are selected based on survey results on career services, grad school matriculation, internship support, student group and government activity, alumni activity and salaries, and noteworthy facilities and programs.
GMAT Roadmap: Expert Advice Through Test DaySimon and Schuster
GMAT Official Advanced Questions Your GMAT Official Prep collection of only hard GMAT questions from past exams. Bring your best on exam day by focusing on the hard GMAT questions to help improve your performance. Get 300 additional hard verbal and quantitative questions to supplement your
GMAT Official Guide collection. GMAT Official Advance Questions: Specifically created for those who aspire to earn a top GMAT score and want additional prep. Expand your practice with 300 additional hard verbal and quantitative questions from past GMAT exams to help you perform at your best.
Learn strategies to solve hard questions by reviewing answer explanations from subject matter experts. Organize your studying with practice questions grouped by fundamental skills Help increase your test-taking performance and confidence on exam day knowing you studied the hard GMAT
questions. PLUS! Your purchase includes online resources to further your practice: Online Question Bank: Create your own practice sets online with the same questions in GMAT Official Advance Questions to focus your studying on specific fundamental skills. Mobile App: Access your Online
Question Bank through the mobile app to never miss a moment of practice. Study on-the-go and sync with your other devices. Download the Online Question Bank once on your app and work offline. This product includes: print book with a unique access code and instructions to the Online Question
Bank accessible via your computer and Mobile App.
Advance your everyday proficiency with Excel! And earn the credential that proves it! Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Excel! Designed to help you practice and prepare for Microsoft Office Specialist: Excel Associate (Excel and Excel 2019) certification, this official Study Guide
delivers: In-depth preparation for each MOS objective Detailed procedures to help build the skills measured by the exam Hands-on tasks to practice what you’ve learned Ready-made practice files Sharpen the skills measured by these objectives: Manage Worksheets and Workbooks Manage Data Cells
and Ranges Manage Tables and Table Data Perform Operations by Using Formulas and Functions Manage Charts About MOS A Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification validates your proficiency with Microsoft Office programs, demonstrating that you can meet globally recognized performance
standards. Hands-on experience with the technology is required to successfully pass Microsoft Certification exams.
The GMAT Roadmap
Complete GMAT Strategy Guide Set, 6th Edition
GRE Prep Plus 2020
The Most Effective SAT Strategies Ever Published
Manhattan GMAT Quantitative Strategy Guide Set, 5th Edition
LSAT Reading Comprehension
Kaplan's SAT Reading & Writing Prep provides the realistic practice, in-depth review, and expert advice you need to master the reading, writing, and essay sections of the SAT. Our guide includes focused quizzes, essay-writing tips, and score-raising strategies from Kaplan's top experts to help
you face the test with confidence. The Best Review 16 comprehensive evidence-based reading and writing practice sets with detailed explanations 3 essay practice sets with sample essays More than 150 practice questions with expert explanations Strategies and tips on how to read passages
efficiently so you can build speed and improve your score Techniques and methods to improve your writing skills and score higher on the essay Expert Guidance We know the test: Our Learning Engineers have put tens of thousands of hours into studying the SAT - using real data to design the most
effective strategies and study plans. Kaplan's expert psychometricians make sure our practice questions and study materials are true to the test. We invented test prep--Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for almost 80 years, and more than 95% of our students get into their topchoice schools. Our proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams. The previous edition of this book was titled Kaplan Evidence-Based Reading, Writing, and Essay Workbook for the New SAT.
"Learn how to identify question types, simplify arguments, and eliminate wrong answers efficiently and confidently. Practice the logic skills tested by the GMAT and master proven methods for solving all Critical Reasoning problems"--Page 4 of cover.
The Official Guide Companion for Sentence Correction is designed to be used in conjunction with the Official Guide for GMAT Review, 2015 and 13th Editions. Written by Manhattan GMAT’s 99th-percentile instructors, this book breaks down and explains each of the 140 sentence correction problems
contained in the GMAT Official Guide in a clear and simple manner accessible to students of all ability levels. The explanations in this book focus in on the solving process and work to emphasize the connection between sentence meaning, structure, and correct grammar. Furthermore, all
explanations align with the methodology and grammar rules taught in Manhattan GMAT’s complete courses and provide a framework for answering any sentence correction questions you may see on the real test. Purchase of this book includes six months of online access to 6 full-length, computeradaptive practice exams and GMAT Navigator.
Manhattan Prep’s All the Quant guide is an updated and expanded version of the 5-book GMAT Quant Strategy Guide Set (6th Ed). We’ve taken the five guides, consolidated them into one book, and expanded coverage of the content and strategies that will help you to get a higher score on the GMAT.
Online bonus materials include an exclusive ebook with harder content, a full-length adaptive practice test, and additional practice problems. All the Quant comes with access to the Atlas online learning platform. Your Atlas All the Quant syllabus includes: An exclusive e-book covering harder
quant content, for those aiming for an especially high Quant section score A full-length GMAT computer adaptive test (CAT) Additional practice problems, interactive video lessons, strategies for time management, and more Lessons and practice problems created by expert instructors with 99thpercentile scores on the GMAT The All the Quant guide includes the following content areas: Fractions, Decimals, Percents, and Ratios Algebra Word Problems Number Properties Geometry A series of strategy lessons on Data Sufficiency (solving efficiently and effectively) and Arithmetic vs.
Algebra (turning algebra into easier-to-solve arithmetic) Manhattan Prep guides are the top-selling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a reason; we have the most in-depth, comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies. Looking for comprehensive GMAT preparation? Try Manhattan
Prep’s All the GMAT book set.
Official Guide Companion
GMAT Official Advanced Questions
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review 2016 with Online Question Bank and Exclusive Video
All the GMAT
A Guide for Prospective Graduate Students
GRE Prep by Magoosh

The only source of GMAT questions from past GMAT exams GMAT Official Guide 2020 is the definitive study guide from Graduate Management Admission Council, the makers of the GMAT exam. It contains over 1,000 real GMAT questions from past exams with detailed answer explanations that provide insight on how to approach each question from the prospective of the test maker. You’ll also get
access to the GMAT Online Question Bank, customizable study tools, and a new mobile app for practicing on the go – even when you’re not connected to the internet. Prepare for test day with guidance on what is – and what isn’t – tested on the GMAT exam and personalize your own learning experience with the GMAT Official Guide 2020. Inside, you’ll find: An overview of the GMAT exam to familiarize
yourself with its content and format Over 100 more questions than included with the 2019 edition of this guide Detailed answer explanations for each exam question Actual essay topics, sample responses, and scoring information Comprehensive grammar and math review Questions organized in order of difficulty – easiest to hardest – to help focus your study Online access to all questions – plus additional
Integrated Reasoning questions – via the GMAT Online Question Bank, where you can build your own practice sets and test your skills Preparation pays off. Get the GMAT Official Guide 2020 and start studying today! This product includes print book with a unique code to access the GMAT Online Question Bank and mobile app.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitles included with the product. â€‹ Manhattan Prep’s All the GMAT set is an updated and expanded version of the 10-book Complete GMAT Strategy Guide Set (6th Ed). We’ve taken the 10 guides, consolidated them into three books, and expanded coverage of
the content and strategies that will help you to get a higher score on the GMAT. Online bonus materials include 2 exclusive ebooks with harder content, an online study syllabus that tracks your progress, 6 full-length adaptive practice tests, and GMAT Navigator with full Official Guide solutions. All the GMAT comes with access to the Atlas online learning platform. Your Atlas All the GMAT study plan
includes: Two exclusive e-books covering harder quant and verbal content, for those aiming for an especially high GMAT score A study syllabus, integrating reading, practice problem, and practice test assignments; we’ll tell you what to do and when to do it Six full-length GMAT computer adaptive tests (CATs) Full access to Manhattan Prep’s GMAT Navigator, which contains solutions for all problems in the
main GMAT Official Guide book (book sold separately) from the makers of the official test Additional practice problems, interactive video lessons, strategies for time management, and more Lessons and practice problems created by expert instructors with 99th-percentile scores on the GMAT The All the GMAT book set includes three volumes: GMAT All the Quant guide GMAT All the Verbal guide
GMAT Integrated Reasoning & Essay guide Executive Assessment (EA) test-takers: The IR guide is fully built out for both EA and GMAT test-takers. The All the Quant and All the Verbal guides are also effective for EA studiers; ignore the non-coordinate-plane geometry chapters in the Quant guide and study everything else. Manhattan Prep guides are the top-selling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a
reason; we have the most in-depth, comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies. For an even bigger boost to your studies, check out Manhattan Prep’s Self-Study Toolkit, which contains 100% of the study materials and resources that we give to students in our live courses.
Manhattan Prep’s 5 lb. Book of ACT Practice Problems is an essential resource for any student taking the ACT. Packed with over 1,800 practice problems covering all topics tested on the exam, this book helps students build fundamental skills through targeted practice. Developed by our expert instructors, the problems in this book are sensibly grouped into practice sets and mirror those found on the actual
ACT in content, form, and style. Covering every topic within English, Math, Reading, Science, and Writing, the problems are accompanied by thorough explanations and provide in-depth guidance to students for review. In addition, progress trackers and topical grading sheets enable students to stay motivated and zero in on weaknesses. This fully up-to-date guide reflects both recent and upcoming
enhancements to the ACT. Purchase of this book includes access to additional online resources.
GMAT Advanced Quant is designed for students seeking an extremely high GMAT quant score. It offers essential techniques for approaching the GMAT’s most difficult math problems, along with extensive practice on very challenging problems. This edition includes 55 new practice problems. Written for students striving for a perfect score of 51 on the quant section—by instructors who have achieved that
score—this book combines elite strategies for problem solving and data sufficiency with intense practice to build your high-level quantitative skills. The guide includes more than 250 very challenging problems, including 55 that are new to this edition. GMAT Advanced Quant comes with access to Atlas, your online learning platform. Atlas includes additional practice problems, a full-length adaptive practice
exam, interactive video lessons, strategies for time management, and many other study resources. Tackle the GMAT’s toughest quant problems with Manhattan Prep, the world’s leading GMAT Prep company. To get into top business programs, you need top GMAT scores, and GMAT Advanced Quant is designed to get you there. Note: This guide is recommended for those already scoring 47 or higher on the
quant section of the GMAT; to work up to a score of 47, check out Manhattan Prep’s All the Quant guide.
GMAT Official Guide 2018 Verbal Review: Book + Online
1,012 GMAT Practice Questions
Colleges That Create Futures, 2nd Edition
SAT Reading & Writing Prep
GMAT Reading Comprehension
GMAT All the Verbal
Provides more than one thousand math and verbal questions from the GMAT along with test-taking tips and a full-length assessment exam.
This book is designed to be used in conjunction with the Official Guide for GMAT Review, 2015 and 13th Editions. In the Official Guide Companion, each math question is broken down and explained by our expert instructors, who not only have 99th percentile scores, but years of experience teaching the GMAT. The
explanations in this book provide detailed, step-by-step approaches to every Problem Solving and Data Sufficiency question in the Official Guide. Where appropriate, The Official Guide Companion also details more than one way to arrive at the solution. And perhaps most importantly, all explanations are accessible and
provide a framework for answering the particular question as well as similar questions you may see on the real test. Purchase of this book includes six months of online access to 6 full-length, computer-adaptive practice exams and GMAT Navigator.
Magoosh gives students everything they need to make studying a breeze. We've branched out from our online GRE prep program and free apps to bring you this GRE prep book. We know sometimes you don't have easy access to the Internet--or maybe you just like scribbling your notes in the margins of a page! Whatever
your reason for picking up this book, we're thrilled to take this ride together. In these pages you'll find: --Tons of tips, FAQs, and GRE strategies to get you ready for the big test. --More than 130 verbal and quantitative practice questions with thorough explanations. --Stats for each practice question, including its difficulty
rating and the percent of students who typically answer it correctly. We want you to know exactly how tough GRE questions tend to be so you'll know what to expect on test day. --A full-length practice test with an answer key and detailed explanations. --Multiple practice prompts for the analytical writing assessment
section, with tips on how to grade each of your essays. If you're not already familiar with Magoosh online, here's what you need to know: --Our materials are top-notch--we've designed each of our practice questions based on careful analysis of millions of students' answers. --We really want to see you do your best. That's
why we offer a score improvement guarantee to students who use the online premium Magoosh program. --20% of our students earn a top 10% score on the GRE. --Magoosh students score on average 12 points higher on the test than all other GRE takers. --We've helped more than 1.5 million students prepare for
standardized tests online and with our mobile apps. So crack open this book, join us online at magoosh.com, and let's get you ready to rock the GRE!
Designed around the real-world legal applications of reading comprehension, the Manhattan Prep Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide is an essential tool for a surprisingly tricky part of the LSAT. Containing the best of Manhattan Prep’s expert strategies, this book will train you to approach the LSAT as a law
student would approach a legal text—actively and with a purpose. The Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide teaches you how to recognize the core argument and then use it as a framework on which to organize the entire passage, improving the speed and clarity with which you read. To further improve your
reading, it walks you through the process of annotation, discussing where and how to take notes in order to maximize your comprehension without eating up precious time. It also looks at what types of questions the LSAT asks and then arms you with the skills you need to spot issues and identify correct answers. Each
chapter in the Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide features drills and full practice sets—made up of real LSAT questions—to help you absorb and apply what you’ve learned, while numerous, in-depth solutions walk you through the process of selecting the right answer and help you to achieve mastery. Further
practice sets and other additional resources are included online and can be accessed through the Manhattan Prep website. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep materials, the Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide will push you to your top score.
GMAT All the Quant
Ace the GMAT
GMAT Official Guide 2021, Book + Online Question Bank and Flashcards
The definitive guide to the quant section of the GMAT
Sat Prep Black Book
Road Map for Graduate Study
Grasp the core concepts and fundamental rules tested on the GMAT. Master the "second level" of GMAT study: strategies for decoding and solving FDP problems written in the GMAT's specific way of asking questions. Master essential techniques; learn to manipulate fractions, decimals, digits, percents, and ratios.
Road Map for Graduate Study is written by a career insider who seeks to educate and enlighten individuals not only about the inquiry and application process, but also about how to succeed in graduate school. Readers are taken from A to Z with respect to the graduate school experience. The book covers research on graduate programs and institutions, the
application process, and how to succeed once enrolled. Prospective students will have the tools to navigate the journey to earning a master's or doctoral degree. Road Map features personal questions to ask about your motivation to earn a graduate degree, a twelve-month checklist before applying, seven ways to get recognized as an applicant, seven deadly
sins for applicants, how to respond if wait listed, denied or admitted, how to make the final enrollment decision, and fifteen essential pointers on thriving in grad school.
"The only source of real GMAT questions from past exams"--Cover.
Adapting to the ever-changing GMAT exam, Manhattan Prep s 6th Edition GMAT Strategy Guides offer the latest approaches for students looking to score in the top percentiles. Written by active instructors with 99th-percentile scores, these books are designed with the student in mind. The 10 Manhattan Prep GMAT Strategy Guides included in this set are
designed to be clear and comprehensive. Consistently reviewed by students as offering the opportunity for dramatic score improvement, each book delves deeply into a single area of the exam, providing detailed and specialized instruction. When used together, these guides produce a substantial learning impact, helping students develop all the knowledge,
skills, and strategic thinking necessary for success on the GMAT. Students will benefit considerably from high-level resources such as: - Six full-length, computer-adaptive practice exams - Over 200 additional free practice questions - New content providing strategies for solving problems more effectively - Topical sets of Official Guide practice questions and
detailed answer explanations The Complete GMAT Strategy Guide Set is aligned to both the 2015 the 13th Edition GMAC Official Guide and includes: The GMAT Roadmap (205 pages; ISBN: 9781941234099) The Number Properties Guide (200 pages; ISBN: 9781941234051) The Fractions, Decimals, and Percents Guide (130 pages; ISBN: 9781941234020) The Algebra
Guide (225 pages; ISBN: 9781941234006) The Word Problems Guide (225 pages; ISBN: 9781941234082) The Geometry Guide (130 pages; ISBN: 9781941234037) The Critical Reasoning Guide (193 pages; ISBN: 9781941234013) The Reading Comprehension Guide (147 pages; ISBN: 9781941234068) The Sentence Correction Guide (306 pages; ISBN:) The Integrated
Reasoning and Essays Guide (200 pages; ISBN: 9781941234044) Purchase of this set includes one year of access to Manhattan Prep s online computer-adaptive GMAT practice exams and Question Banks.
6 Practice Tests + Proven Strategies + Online + Mobile
Sentence Correction GMAT Preparation Guide, 4th Edition
250+ Practice Problems & Online Resources
GMAT Algebra Strategy Guide
Book + Online Question Bank
The definitive guide to the verbal section of the GMAT
This in-depth guide takes the mystery out of complex reading passages by providing a toolkit of sketching techniques that aim to build comprehension, speed, and accuracy. Learn to identify the underlying structure of reading passages and develop methods to tackle the toughest comprehension questions.
Adapting to the ever-changing GMAT exam, Manhattan Prep’s 6th Edition GMAT Strategy Guides offer the latest approaches for students looking to score in the top percentiles. Written by active instructors with 99th-percentile scores, these books are designed with the student in mind. The GMAT Number Properties strategy guide delves into all the characteristics of numbers tested on the GMAT, covering both simple and
complicated concepts. Using the fundamental techniques and nuanced strategies developed in this guide, students will be able to tackle even the toughest GMAT problems involving prime numbers, consecutive integers, and many other topics. Unlike other guides that attempt to convey everything in a single tome, the GMAT Number Properties strategy guide is designed to provide deep, focused coverage of one specialized area
tested on the GMAT. As a result, students benefit from thorough and comprehensive subject material, clear explanations of fundamental principles, and step-by-step instructions of important techniques. In-action practice problems and detailed answer explanations challenge the student, while topical sets of Official Guide problems provide the opportunity for further growth. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep Strategy
Guides, the GMAT Number Properties strategy guide will help students develop all the knowledge, skills, and strategic thinking necessary for success on the GMAT. Purchase of this book includes one year of access to Manhattan Prep’s Number Properties Question Bank. All of Manhattan Prep's GMAT Strategy Guides are aligned with the GMAC Official Guide, 2016 edition.
Kaplan's GRE Prep Plus 2020 guides you through the GRE step-by-step, with expert strategies, essential content review, and 6 practice tests (1 in the book and 5 online). Get an advantage on test day with our proven test-taking strategies, math skills review, and one-year access to online practice and lessons. The Best Practice Five full-length online tests help you practice in the same computer-based format you'll see on test
day. One full-length practice test included in the book for easier reference and review. More than 1,700 questions with detailed explanations, including brand new questions for this edition. Personalize your study plan with the individual performance summary you'll receive after each online practice test. Customize your practice with a 500-question online Qbank that lets you select problems by topic and difficulty. Chapters on each
GRE question type and math skill, with practice sets for each. Questions have been reviewed, revised and updated by Kaplan's all-star expert faculty. Efficient Strategies and Expert Guidance Expert videos on stress-reduction techniques and study planning tactics that can help you ace the GRE. GRE Prep Plus 2020 comes with one-on-one academic support from Kaplan faculty via our Facebook page:
facebook.com/KaplanGradPrep We know the test: The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GRE-related document available. Kaplan's experts ensure our practice questions and study materials are true to the test. We invented test prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for 80 years. Our proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams.
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition is the only book on the market written by the creators of the GMAT exam. Inside you’ll find more than 800 actual GMAT questions from previous tests with answers and detailed explanations. There’s also a grammar review, math review, actual essay topics, sample responses, and scoring information insights into the GMAT exam that debunk test-taking myths. Plus, use the
diagnostic section to pinpoint your skill level and focus on the areas where you need the most help.
5 lb. Book of ACT Practice Problems
GMAT Roadmap
GMAT Advanced Quant
Content Review + 6 Online Practice Tests + Effective Strategies to Get a 700+ Score
MOS Study Guide for Microsoft Excel Exam MO-200
The Sentence Correction Guide takes the guesswork out of grammar by presenting every major grammatical principle and minor grammatical point tested on the GMAT. Don’t be caught relying only on your ear; master the rules for correcting every GMAT sentence. Each chapter builds comprehensive content understanding by providing rules, strategies, and in-depth examples of how the GMAT tests a given topic and how you can respond
accurately and quickly. The Guide contains a total of 187 “In-Action” problems of increasing difficulty with detailed answer explanations. The content of the book is aligned to the latest Official Guides from GMAC (12th edition). Purchase of this book includes one year of access to Manhattan GMAT’s online practice exams and Sentence Correction question bank.
Considered the gold-standard in GMAT test prep, Manhattan GMAT’s strategy guides are fully updated and revised to deal with recent changes to the GMAT. Designed with a content-based approach, they offer a competitive edge for those students looking to score in the top percentiles. The GMAT Roadmap guide provides the definitive blueprint for students to follow as they get ready for the GMAT. All the test-taking wisdom gathered over
the years by Manhattan GMAT instructors has been distilled into practical advice and helpful tips. Success of the GMAT requires far more than content knowledge – it requires excellent strategy and proper execution of that strategy. The Guide helps students map out their studying, stick to their game plan, and manage test anxiety on the GMAT itself. It’s like having a Manhattan GMAT instructor at your fingertips! Purchase of this book
includes one year of access to 6 full-length, computer-adaptive practice exams and GMAT Navigator. All of Manhattan Prep’s GMAT Strategy Guides are aligned with both the 2015 Edition and 13th Edition GMAC Official Guide.
An insider's college admissions guide that teaches students to identify and harness their unique passions, stand out from the crowd, and achieve their dreams. Dr. Aviva Legatt has spent her career in higher education as a professor, counselor, and admissions officer in the Ivy League, and she wants to let students in on a secret: admissions offices are sick of seeing the same cookie-cutter applications. What were once considered best practices for
“doing high school right” are now so commonplace that they have become a liability. Get Real and Get In teaches readers to think outside of the box and focus on what admissions officers are really looking for—young people who dare to be their most authentic selves. Through engaging, accessible, and empathetic prose, this book forms an inspirational roadmap for readers to uncover their true passions and leverage them to create applications
that truly stand out from the crowd. It also features a variety of useful exercises and candid stories from many influential figures, which teach students to look beyond just getting into a “good” college and focus more actively on identifying and attaining their long term goals. Get Real and Get In is designed to ignite an essential mindset shift in students: stop trying to just “get in” and start figuring out exactly what you want from life and how to
get it. Stop managing the impressions you make on admissions officers and start defying impressions. This is an essential guide to cutting through the noise of the admissions process and gaining the confidence to forge one’s own path to success—in college and beyond.
Manhattan Prep’s All the Verbal guide is an updated and expanded version of the 3-book GMAT Verbal Strategy Guide Set (6th Ed). We’ve taken the three guides, consolidated them into one book, and expanded coverage of the content and strategies that will help you to get a higher score on the GMAT. Online bonus materials include an exclusive ebook with harder content, a full-length adaptive practice test, and additional practice problems.
All the Verbal comes with access to the Atlas online learning platform. Your Atlas All the Verbal syllabus includes: An exclusive e-book covering harder verbal content, for those aiming for an especially high Verbal section score A full-length GMAT computer adaptive test (CAT) Additional practice problems, interactive video lessons, strategies for time management, and more Lessons and practice problems created by expert instructors with
99th-percentile scores on the GMAT The All the Verbal guide includes full coverage of the following GMAT question types: Sentence Correction Reading Comprehension Critical Reasoning Manhattan Prep guides are the top-selling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a reason; we have the most in-depth, comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies. Looking for comprehensive GMAT preparation? Try Manhattan Prep’s
All the GMAT book set.
Practice Tests + Proven Strategies + Online + Video + Mobile
50 Schools That Launch Careers by Going Beyond the Classroom
GMAT Critical Reasoning
GRE Power Vocab
Official Guide Companion for Sentence Correction
GMAT Roadmap: Expert Advice Through Test Day
GMAT™ Official Guide 2021 Your GMAT™ prep begins here. Designed by the makers of the GMAT exam. Study with confidence. All GMAT™ Official Prep products are the only prep resources containing real GMAT™ questions from past exams. It’s why we are official. Get comprehensive practice by studying with 1,172 questions across quantitative and verbal reasoning from past GMAT™ exams. Answer
explanations are included so that you can study the reasoning behind the answers to help improve your understanding and performance. The questions in each section are organized by difficulty level: easy, medium and hard. Start at the beginning and work your way up to the harder questions as you build upon your knowledge. The GMAT™ Official Guide 2021 will allow you to: LEARN ABOUT THE
GMAT™ EXAM –Gain an overview of the exam including the format, content and test-taking strategies. GAIN COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICE –Prepare with over 1,172 questions across Quantitative and Verbal Reasoning sections and online. Study Answer Explanations –Learn the methods behind the answers with detailed explanations. Build Upon Your Knowledge –Practice with questions organized
from easiest to hardest. Plus! Practice online with the GMAT™ Official Guide Online Question Bank Practice online with the same questions from the book PLUS more than 150 additional online-exclusive questions—included with your purchase. Online practice will allow you to: New! Review with online flashcardsto master key concepts to prepare and test with confidence Practice with a total of 1,172
practice questions Create your own online practice sets Filter by fundamental skill and difficulty level Track your improvements with performance metrics Practice in exam mode to get ready for test day Study on the go with the mobile app! Access your data seamlessly between your devices and offline! The GMAT™ Official Guide 2021 gives you the tools you need to confidently prepare for test day.
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Read Online GMAT Roadmap: Expert Advice Through Test Day (Manhattan Prep GMAT Strategy Guides)
This product includes print book with a unique code to access the GMAT™ Online Question Bank and mobile app.
THE PRINCETON REVIEW GETS RESULTS! Ace the GRE verbal sections with 800+ words you need to know to excel. This eBook edition has been optimized for onscreen viewing with cross-linked quiz questions, answers, and explanations. Improving your vocabulary is one of the most important steps you can take to enhance your GRE verbal score. The Princeton Review's GRE Power Vocab is filled
with useful definitions and study tips for over 800 words, along with skills for decoding unfamiliar ones. You'll also find strategies that help to liven up flashcards and boost memorization techniques. Everything You Need to Help Achieve a High Score. • 800+ of the most frequently used vocab words to ensure that you work smarter, not harder • Effective exercises and games designed to develop
mnemonics and root awareness • Secondary definitions to help you avoid the test's tricks and traps Practice Your Way to Perfection. • Over 60 quick quizzes to help you remember what you've learned • Varied drills using antonyms, analogies, and sentence completions to assess your knowledge • A diagnostic final exam to check that you've mastered the vocabulary necessary for getting a great
GRE score
The Official Guide for GMAT Review
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